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ABSTRACT

Temporal masking can be defined as the detection
threshold of a brief signal as a function of the signal
delay in a relatively long masker. The temporal
masking pattern in normal acoustic hearing reveals
temporal edge enhancement in which the signal
detection threshold is greater near the masker onset
than in the steady-state portion. Both peripheral and
central mechanisms appear to underlie temporal
edge enhancement, but their relative contributions
remain elusive. Cochlear implants bypass cochlear
mechanical processing and stimulate the auditory
nerve directly, thereby providing a unique opportu-
nity to separate the peripheral mechanisms from the
central mechanisms. Here, we systematically mea-
sured temporal masking in electric hearing by
examining whether a brief signal was harder to detect
at the onset than in the steady-state portion of a long
masker (the Bovershoot^ effect). The signal and the
masker were presented (1) either to the same
electrode or to different electrodes, (2) at the same
stimulation or different rates, and (3) in a simulta-
neous or an interleaved fashion. A consistent pattern
of results was observed, depending on the stimulus
configuration between the signal and the masker.
Simultaneous stimulation at the same rate and with
the same electrode produced no difference in
sensitivity between the onset and the steady-state
conditions, but interleaved stimulation at different
rates or with different electrodes produced a signif-
icant difference. Unlike acoustic hearing, high mask-
er levels produced an overshoot effect, and low

masker levels produced an undershoot effect. Al-
though the present results are consistent with the
Bon-frequency vs. off-frequency^ hypothesis for the
overshoot effect, results also suggest a central Bsame
vs. different^ mechanism underlying temporal mask-
ing. These results have practical implications for
improving cochlear implant design.

Keywords: temporal masking, temporal edge en-
hancement, overshoot, undershoot, electric hearing,
cochlear implant, electrode interaction

INTRODUCTION

The enhancement of changes in a stimulus is a major
mechanism in sensory processing that serves many
important functions in nature. For example, the eye
uses photochemical adaptation and the ear uses
cochlear compression to maintain sharp sensitivity
over a large dynamic range (Dowling 1967; Johnstone
and Yates 1974; Rhode and Robles 1974; Viemeister
1983). The eye uses lateral inhibition at the neural
level to enhance spatial contrast (Dowling 1967;
Hartline 1969; Hartline et al. 1956), whereas the ear
uses two-tone suppression to enhance spectral peaks
(Abbas and Sachs 1976; Sachs and Kiang 1968). The
brain has employed sophisticated mechanisms, such
as differential receptive fields, to enhance temporal
onset and offset or edge detection in both audition
and vision (Fishbach et al. 2001; Formby et al. 2000;
Marr and Hildreth 1980; Rodieck and Stone 1965).
This enhancement of changes in intensity, frequency,
and time allows sensory systems to extract critical
cues in a complex environment for object detection,
formation, and segregation (Bregman 1994; Yost
1991). This study focuses on temporal edge enhance-
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ment, namely, the overshoot effect. Although the
overshoot effect has been extensively studied, its
underlying mechanisms remain elusive.

The overshoot was first documented four decades
ago (Elliott 1965; Zwicker 1965). It refers to the
decreased sensitivity to a brief signal near the onset
of a masker relative to the sensitivity in a steady-state
portion of the masker. For a brief pure-tone signal in
long-duration white noise, the difference in the tone
detection threshold between the onset and steady-
state conditions can be as large as 20 dB (the size of
the overshoot effect depends highly on individuals).
Subsequent studies have found many factors that
influence the overshoot effect.

First, the overshoot effect is level-dependent (Bacon
1990; Carlyon and White 1992; Summers 2001).
Presenting a 10-ms, 4000-Hz pure tone at either 1-ms
or 195-ms delay from the onset of a 400-ms noise,
Bacon (1990) found that the overshoot was greatest
(10–15 dB) at moderate noise levels (10–30 dB SPL
spectrum levels) but negligible at low and high noise
levels. Carlyon and White (1992) found that this
level-dependent overshoot effect also appeared to
depend on signal frequency. Only the high-frequency
(6500 Hz) signal produced a nonmonotonic over-
shoot effect. Using harmonic stimuli with either the
positive or negative Schroeder-phase as the masker,
Summers (2001) found that a 60-dB SPL signal
produced significantly greater overshoot than an
80-dB SPL signal.

Second, the overshoot effect depends on spectral
separation between the signal and the masker (Bacon
and Smith 1991; Bacon and Viemeister 1985; Carlyon
and White 1992; McFadden 1989; Wright 1995;
Zwicker 1965). The degree of overshoot is critically
dependent upon whether the masker produces exci-
tation in regions not excited by the signal. For ex-
ample, the overshoot increased from a few decibels
when the noise bandwidth was varied from 0.0 to 0.4
times the signal frequency to 10–20 dB when a
broadband noise was used or when the noise frequen-
cy was remote from, particularly higher than, the
signal frequency.

Third, there is ample evidence that overshoot is
sensitive to cochlear nonlinearity or compression
(Strickland 2001; Summers 2001). For example,
Summers (2001) found that a positive Schroeder-
phase stimulus produced greater overshoot than a
negative Schroeder-phase stimulus. Summers sug-
gested that this difference was attributable to the
more modulated cochlear response to the positive
Schroeder-phase stimuli. Cochlear damage tends to
make the cochlea more linear, thus reducing
(Carlyon and Sloan 1987) or removing the overshoot
effect in hearing-impaired subjects (Bacon and
Takahashi 1992). Temporary loss of cochlear nonlin-

earity as a result of temporary threshold shift
(Champlin and McFadden 1989) or aspirin consump-
tion also reduces or removes the overshoot effect in
normal-hearing subjects (McFadden and Champlin
1990).

These results led investigators to suggest that there
are at least two distinct mechanisms underlying the
overshoot effect. An on-frequency mechanism might
be related to the auditory nerve adaptation (Chatterjee
and Smith 1993; Smith 1979) or auditory filters that
narrow with time (Wright 1995). An off-frequency
mechanism might be centrally mediated but could
certainly be influenced by cochlear nonlinearity
(Carlyon and White 1992; McFadden 1988; Strickland
2001). There are also two possible central mech-
anisms contributing to the overshoot effect. One
central mechanism is mediated via the olivocochlear
efferent fibers. This central mechanism is hypothe-
sized based on the fact that patients who have sec-
tioned efferents show a greatly reduced overshoot
effect (Zeng et al. 2000b) and, additionally, a con-
tralateral forward masker influences the overshoot
effect (Bacon and Liu 2000). The other central
mechanism may be mediated by temporal changes in
attention filters (Wright and Dai 1994a,b). The
olivocochlear efferent fibers may also be involved
because the efferent-sectioned subjects show greatly
widened auditory attention filters (Scharf et al. 1994,
1997).

Cochlear implants bypass the mechanical process-
ing in the cochlea and stimulate the auditory nerve
directly via electric currents, thus providing a unique
opportunity to separate the peripheral mechanisms
(cochlear nonlinearity) from the central mecha-
nisms. Several groups have recently measured the
overshoot effect in cochlear-implant subjects. Smith
et al. (2003) used a 500-Hz, 20-ms probe presented at
various signal delays from the onset of a 500-Hz,
300-ms masker. The probe and the masker were
interleaved in time and delivered to the same or
different electrode pairs in three Nucleus-22 users.
They found a consistent 1.5–2.0 dB overshoot effect
under all conditions. One should note that the use of
a 500-Hz signal typically produced a small overshoot
effect in acoustic hearing (Wier et al. 1977). Donald-
son (personal communication) also measured over-
shoot in two Clarion users and found similar degrees
of overshoot. Using an indirect measure of the
overshoot effect, Wojtczak et al. (2003) measured
intensity discrimination under gated (similar to
signal at the onset of the noise) and fringe (similar
to signal in the steady-state portion of the noise)
configurations in both Nucleus-22 (800-Hz pulse
train in bipolar mode) and Clarion-v1.2 (1000-Hz
pulses in monopolar mode) users. They found a
level-dependent difference between the gated and
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fringe conditions in the Clarion users but not in the
Nucleus users. At high levels, intensity discrimination
in Clarion users was worse with the gated condition
than the fringe condition, suggesting an overshoot
effect. The reason for the different results between
Clarion and Nucleus users is unclear.

The present study systematically investigated the
overshoot effect in cochlear-implant subjects. A wide
range of stimulus configurations was used to deter-
mine the conditions that were necessary and suffi-
cient to produce the overshoot effect. The main
experiment used the Nucleus device, but preliminary
data were also obtained in two implant subjects using
the Ineraid device, which used analog stimulation
(sinusoid and noise). The present study served two
additional purposes. First, the present study could
shed light on the physiological and cognitive mech-
anisms underlying the overshoot effect. Second, it
could help with the design of cochlear implants that
restore normal dynamic processing properties in
electric hearing.

METHODS

Subjects

Six cochlear-implant subjects, including two Ineraid
and four Nucleus users, participated in this study.
Table 1 shows detailed demographic and audiologi-
cal information. The data from the two Ineraid
subjects were preliminary but motivated the system-
atic study conducted in Nucleus users. Because the
FDA has not approved the percutaneous plug in the
Ineraid device, many Ineraid patients have chosen to
be explanted and then reimplanted with another
FDA-approved device. However, the Ineraid device
provided direct and accurate control of the electric
stimulus delivered to the electrodes, without band-
width and other hardware limitations imposed by
transcutaneous transmission in modern implants,
e.g., stimulating the electrode with analog white
noise. For this reason, the preliminary data from
the two Ineraid users are included in this report.

Both Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval and
written informed consent were obtained from all
subjects before data collection.

Stimuli

In Ineraid subject #1, sensitivity was evaluated as a
function of signal delay for a 9-ms, 200-Hz sinusoidal
signal presented in the presence of a 200-ms, 2000-Hz
sinusoidal masker. Both the signal and the masker
had 3-ms cosine-squared onset and offset ramps. The
signal delay was varied from _150 to 350 ms, with the
signal delays from _150 to 0 ms representing back-
ward masking, 0 to 200 ms representing simultaneous
masking, and 200 to 350 ms representing forward
masking. All stimuli were delivered to the most apical
electrode in the monopolar mode. The masker level
was fixed at 100 mA, producing a comfortably loud
sensation. The signal threshold was 61 mA in the
absence of the masker. The result will be presented
as a sensation level in dB, in reference to this
threshold value.

In Ineraid subject #2, the growth of the masking
function was obtained for detection of a 9-ms, 1000-
Hz sinusoidal signal as a function of the masker level.
The masker was either a 500-ms, 1000-Hz sinusoid or
500-ms white noise. The signal delay was 3 or 300 ms
from the onset of the masker. All stimuli had 3-ms
ramps and were delivered to the most apical elec-
trode in monopolar mode. The electric dynamic
range, from threshold to maximal comfort loudness,
was 20–200 mA for the sinusoidal masker and 18–398
mA for the noise masker. The masker level was varied
from threshold to comfortable loudness level. The
9-ms signal threshold was 24 mA in the absence of the
masker.

Four conditions were tested with the Nucleus
implant subjects to systematically investigate various
mechanisms underlying the overshoot effect. Figure
1 shows the detailed configuration of these four
stimulus conditions. The masker was always a 400-ms
biphasic pulse train (100 ms/phase). To clearly show
the relationship between the masker and the 10-ms,

TABLE 1

Cochlear implant subject information

Subject Gender Age (years) Etiology Implant CI use Strategy Vowel Consonant

In1 M 65 Noise Ineraid 23 CA 63 57
In2 F 35 Meningitis Ineraid 11 CA 33 38
S1 F 71 Fever N24 4 SPEAK 51 54
S2 F 70 Virus N24 7 SPEAK 64 70
S3 M 64 Unknown N22 14 SPEAK 75 43
S4 M 45 Trauma N22 10 SPEAK 86 79

N24 = Nucleus 24, N22 = Nucleus 22, CI use = cochlear implant usage in years, CA = compressed analog, SPEAK = spectral PEAK, Vowel = 12 h/V/d-vowel
recognition in percent correct; Consonant = 16 a/C/a-consonant recognition in percent correct, NA = not available.
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100-msec/phase, 1000-Hz signal (or probe), Figure 1
depicts only the onset signal delay (0-ms delay)
condition and the first 20 ms of the masker. The
signal is shown as the pulse train with the higher
amplitude, whereas the masker is shown as the pulse
train with the lower amplitude, depicted by the

dotted horizontal line in each panel. Condition 1
simultaneously delivered the signal and the masker at
the same rate to the same electrode (panel A). The
stimulus configuration in Condition 1 could be
considered to be the tone-on-tone masking paradigm
or the incremental detection in acoustic hearing

FIG. 1. Stimulus configuration for four experimental conditions in
the Nucleus implant subjects. The signal was a 10-ms, 1000-Hz
biphasic pulse train. The masker was a 400-ms biphasic pulse train
(only the first 20-ms train was shown here). (A) The signal and the
masker were delivered to the same electrode at the same 1000-Hz
rate simultaneously (Condition 1). (B) The signal and the masker
were delivered to the same electrode at the same 1000-Hz rate but

interleaved (Condition 2). (C) The signal and the masker were
delivered to the same electrode at different rates (1000 Hz for the
signal and 3333 Hz for the masker) simultaneously (the signal pulse
overlapped with every third pulse of the masker; Condition 3). (D)
The signal and the masker were delivered to two different electrodes
at the same rate, interleaved (Condition 4).
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(Bacon and Viemeister 1985). Condition 2 was
identical to Condition 1, except that the signal and
the masker were interleaved in the first 10 ms,
resulting in a 0.5-ms separation between the signal
pulse and masker pulse (panel B). Condition 3
simultaneously delivered the signal and the masker
to the same electrode, but at different stimulation
rates: 1000 Hz for the signal and 3000 Hz for the
masker (panel C). The stimulus configuration in
Condition 3 could be considered a test for the
Boff-frequency^ mechanism in the time domain
(Carlyon and White 1992). Condition 4 tested the
off-frequency mechanism in the spectral (or place)
domain because the 1000-Hz signal and the 1000-Hz
masker were delivered to two different electrodes
(panel D). In addition, Condition 4 provided a
simultaneous masking pattern that could reflect the
direction and extent of excitation in electric stimula-
tion, which had been traditionally measured by a
forward masking paradigm (Chatterjee and Shannon
1998; Lim et al. 1989).

The bipolar stimulation mode (BP + 1) was used in
all conditions with the Nucleus device. Experiments
1–3 presented all stimuli to the same middle elec-
trode pair (11, 13). Condition 4 presented the
masker to the electrode pair (11, 13) and the signal
to a different electrode pair from the most basal (1,
3) to the most apical (20, 22). Figure 2 shows
absolute detection thresholds (i.e., no masker) for
the 10-ms signal across all BP + 1 electrode pairs used
in the experiment. These threshold data showed
both large intersubject variability (44–57 dB) and
large within-subject interelectrode variability (e.g.,
44–54 dB in S2). To overcome this large variability in
the absolute threshold, the threshold shift (re: the

absolute threshold) was used to facilitate statistical
analysis. The 400-ms masker threshold was essentially
the same as the 10-ms signal threshold. Unless
specified otherwise, the onset condition represented
a 0-ms signal delay and the steady-state condition
represented a 200-ms signal delay. Three masker
levels were used in the experiment, including sub-
threshold (2 dB less than the threshold), threshold,
and the most comfortable loudness level.

Electric stimuli were delivered to the Ineraid
subjects via an optically isolated current source. A
foot-paddle safety switch was employed as a release in
the unlikely event of overstimulation. A detailed
description of the stimulus generation and delivery
can be found in previous publications (Zeng and
Shannon 1992, 1994). In contrast, electric stimuli
were delivered to the Nucleus subjects transcutane-
ously via a customized research interface, which was
previously described in detail (Robert 2002; Shannon
et al. 1990).

Procedure

A three-interval, forced-choice adaptive procedure was
used in all experiments (Levitt 1971). The signal was
randomly presented in one of the three intervals,
whereas the masker was presented in all intervals.
The subject had to choose the interval containing the
signal. Initially, the signal level was high to allow easy
detection of the signal. The signal level was reduced
with three consecutive correct responses but in-
creased with any incorrect response. A reversal oc-
curred with either three consecutive correct responses
to one incorrect response or vice versa. The step size
for the signal level manipulation was large for the first
four reversals, but was small afterwards (the exact
size depended on the dynamic range of each
subject). The detection threshold was estimated by
averaging the signal level from the last eight
reversals with a small step size, corresponding to
the 79% correct response level. The typical standard
deviation for these estimates was about 0.8 dB for
the reported Ineraid data and 1 dB for the reported
Nucleus data.

For statistical analysis, a paired t-test was
employed to measure whether the overshoot effect
reached a significance level in the Ineraid users. An
ANOVA with a within-subject, two-way, repeated-
measures design was employed to measure whether
the overshoot effect reach a significance level in the
Nucleus users. The factors in the ANOVA included
masker level [subthreshold, threshold, and most
comfortable loudness (MCL)], and signal delay
(onset and steady-state conditions). The significance
level was set at p G 0.05. Should significant inter-
actions occur between the factors in the ANOVA, a
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FIG. 2. Absolute threshold (dB re: 1 mA) as a function of electrode
number in a bipolar stimulation mode in four Nucleus implant users.
The masked threshold all used this absolute threshold as a reference
(Figs. 5–8).
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one-way ANOVA was performed to reveal level-
dependent significant differences.

RESULTS

Ineraid implant subjects

Figure 3 shows the threshold shift as a function of
signal delay in Ineraid subject #1. The dashed line
represents the signal threshold without the masker
plus 1 standard deviation (35.7 + 0.8 dB, re: 1 mA).
The shaded area represents the temporal position of
the masker with the masker level at 40 dB. Negative
signal delays represent backward masking, whereas
signal delays greater than 200 ms represent forward
masking. No backward masking was observed at the
100-ms delay but residual forward masking (1–2 dB)
was present at the longest delay tested (150 ms). A
3-dB overshoot effect (with a threshold difference
between 0- and 100-ms delays) was observed in this
subject. A 1-dB difference was also observed between
the steady-state (100-ms delay) and the offset con-
ditions (190-ms delay).

Figure 4 shows the signal threshold as a function
of the masker level in Ineraid subject #2. The
horizontal dashed line represents the signal thresh-
old without the masker (28.0 dB, re: 1 mA). The
circles represent the signal thresholds obtained with
the sinusoidal masker. The inverted triangles repre-
sent data obtained with the noise masker. The filled
symbols represent thresholds near the onset of the

masker (3 ms), whereas the unfilled symbols repre-
sent thresholds during the steady-state portion of the
masker (300 ms). A consistent 0.5–2.0 dB overshoot
effect was observed for the sinusoidal masker over the
entire masker level range. The 1.4-dB overshoot
effect averaged over all masker levels was significant
(t-test, p G 0.05). No consistent overshoot was
observed for the noise masker: The 0.2-dB average
overshoot effect was not significant (t-test, p 9 0.05).

Condition 1. Same-electrode, same-rate,
simultaneous stimulation

Figure 5 shows the averaged threshold shift as a
function of the masker level in four Nucleus implant
subjects. The circles represent data at the masker
onset, whereas the triangles represent data at the
masker steady-state position. The same convention
will be used to describe data from Exp. 2 and 3. No
significant overshoot was observed in terms of the
difference in signal threshold shift between the onset
and the steady-state conditions (F1,3 = 0.02, p 9 0.05).
As expected, a significant effect of the masker level
was observed, with the averaged threshold shift being
increased from 2.4 to 4.2 when the masker level was
increased from subthreshold to threshold, and from
4.2 to 6.9 dB when the masker level was further
increased to MCL (F2,6 = 19.8, p G 0.05). Finally, no
significant interaction was observed between the
masker level and the signal delay (F1,3 = 4.0, p 9 0.05).

Temporal edge enhancement in Ineraid implant subject #1
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FIG. 3. Temporal edge enhancement measured by threshold shift
in Ineraid implant subject #1. The horizontal dashed line represents
1 standard deviation from the absolute threshold (i.e., 0 dB on the
y-axis). The x-axis is the signal delay with the negative value
representing backward masking, values 0–200 ms representing
simultaneous masking, and values greater than 200 ms representing
forward masking.
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Condition 2. Same-electrode, same-rate,
interleaved stimulation

Figure 6 shows the average data from the same four
subjects in Condition 2, which is significantly differ-
ent from the pattern of results as observed in
Condition 1. First, note a significant interaction
between the masker level and the signal delay (F2,6

= 5.1, p G 0.05). The significant interaction is
evidenced by the crossover pattern in the threshold
shift between the low- and high-masker levels. Second,
note that the averaged threshold shift was 1.6 dB
higher for the onset than the steady-state condition at
the MCL, but was 1.6 and 0.6 dB lower for the onset
condition at subthreshold and threshold masker
levels, respectively. The latter was indicative of an
Bundershoot^ effect, namely, the signal was actually
more easily detected at the onset than in the steady-
state condition. Paired t-tests showed that the 1.6-dB
overshoot was significant at the MCL and that the 1.6-
dB undershoot was significant at the subthreshold
level (p G 0.05). Third, the negative threshold shift
means that the masker actually improved signal
detection, producing a signal threshold that was
lower than the absolute threshold. Note that the
negative threshold shift occurred only under the
onset condition at the subthreshold masker level.
Finally, similar to the pattern in Condition 1, the
effect of masker level was also found to be significant
(F2,6 = 11.3, p G 0.05). The average threshold shift
increased from _0.8 to 0.1 dB when the masker level
was increased from the subthreshold to the thresh-
old, and from 0.1 to 4.3 dB when the masker was
further increased to the MCL. These threshold shift
values were significantly lower (2–4 dB) than the

comparable values in Condition 1 (F1,3 = 41.8; p G
0.01).

Condition 3. Same-electrode, different-rate,
simultaneous stimulation

Figure 7 shows the average signal threshold shift
from the same four subjects in Condition 3, which
appears to have a mixture of the pattern of results
between Condition 1 and Condition 2. First, no
significant interaction was observed between signal
delay and masker level factors (F2,6 = 4.4, p 9 0.05).
Second, neither the _0.8-dB undershoot effect at the
subthreshold masker level nor the 0.3-dB overshoot
effect at the MCL masker level was significant (F1,3 =
0.3, p 9 0.05). Third, there was a significant effect of
the masker level (F2,6 = 13.6, p G 0.05), producing an
averaged (over both the onset and the steady-state
conditions) threshold shift of 0.5, 2.5, and 5.6 dB at
the subthreshold, threshold, and MCL masker levels,
respectively. These values fell between the cor-
responding values in Condition 1 and Condition 2,
but were not significantly different from either (p 9
0.05). Finally, the individual data (not presented)
showed that two subjects (S1 and S2) had a negative
threshold shift at the subthreshold masker level for
the onset signal delay.

Condition 4. Different-electrode, same-rate,
interleaved stimulation

Figure 8 shows the threshold shift as a function of the
probe electrode number in the presence of a fixed-
level masker presented to the electrodes (11, 13).
The electrode number refers to the active electrode
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number in the BP + 1 bipolar configuration mode.
The vertical dashed line represents the active elec-
trode number for the masker electrode pair. The
triangles, inverted triangles, and circles represent data
collected with the masker being presented at the
subthreshold, threshold, and MCL, respectively. The
filled symbols represent data from the onset condi-
tion. The unfilled symbols represent data from the

steady-state condition. In subjects S1 and S2, data were
not collected at the threshold masker level.

Several interesting results can be noted in the
data. First, the overshoot effect was present only at
the high masker levels in all four subjects. Second,
the overshoot effect appeared to be larger when the
signal electrodes were more apical than the masker
electrode in all subjects except S2, who had the
largest overshoot when the signal and the masker
electrodes were the same. Third, there was a clear
undershoot effect at low masker levels: The onset
condition produced 4–6 dB lower threshold than the
steady-state condition in S1 and S2 and 2–3 dB in S3
and S4. Finally, there could be two or more peaks in
the masker function (S1 and S2). The peaks were
more likely to occur on the apical site (S1, S2, and
S3) than on the same position as the masker
electrode (S4).

Because data were not available for all conditions,
statistical analysis was conducted using two masker
levels (subthreshold and MCL), two signal delays
(onset and steady state), and three electrode posi-
tions (9, 11, and 13). A within-subject, repeated-
measures ANOVA revealed a significant effect of the
masker level (F1,3 = 36.0, p G 0.05) but no significant
main effects of the signal delay or the electrode
position (p 9 0.05). However, there was a significant
interaction between the masker level and the signal
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delay (F1,3 = 16.3, p G 0.05). Collapsing the electrode
position factor, post-hoc analysis revealed a signifi-
cant undershoot effect at the subthreshold masker
level (onset threshold _ steady threshold = _1.5 dB,
p G 0.05) and a significant overshoot effect at the
high masker level (onset threshold _ steady threshold
= +1.2 dB, p G 0.05).

DISCUSSION

Overshoot vs. undershoot

A set of complicated, yet highly consistent temporal
masking patterns in electric hearing was the main
finding in the present study. Depending upon the
relative difference in stimulus configurations be-
tween the signal and the masker, the onset threshold
could be higher than (i.e., overshoot), lower than
(i.e., undershoot), or the same as (i.e., no effect) the
steady-state threshold. Generally speaking, simulta-
neous stimulation at the same rate and with the same
electrode produced no effect of signal delay (Condi-
tion 1), whereas interleaved stimulation at different
rates or different electrodes showed an effect of
signal delay (Conditions 2–4). The masker level was
the crucial factor in determining the direction of this
signal delay effect. High masker levels produced an
overshoot effect, whereas low masker levels produced
an undershoot effect.

Although there is a large body of evidence for the
presence or absence of the overshoot effect in
acoustic hearing, to the best of our knowledge, no
one has reported the presence of the undershoot
effect. The present results showed that the under-
shoot effect was always associated with the low-level
masker producing an improvement in the signal
detection threshold for the onset condition. The
low-level masker actually improved the signal detec-
tion threshold compared to no masking condition.
This improved threshold by a masker is reminiscent
of the stochastic resonance effect reported in acous-
tic and electric hearing, in which a low-level noise
also improved the detection threshold of periodic
signals (Hong and Rubinstein 2003; Zeng et al.
2000a). In contrast, the present study showed the
improved threshold only in the onset condition,
whereas other previous studies (Hong and Rubinstein
2003; Zeng et al. 2000a) showed the improved
threshold in the steady-state condition (long-duration
signal embedded in continuous conditioner or noise).
Therefore, the present result suggests a temporal
component in stochastic resonance, which has been
traditionally modeled as a side effect of the nonlinear
system without explicit consideration of the temporal
factor (Morse and Evans 1996; Moss et al. 2004;
Wiesenfeld and Moss 1995).

Peripheral vs. central mechanisms

The mechanisms underlying the overshoot effect are
still unclear, but they most likely have both periph-
eral and central components. Cochlear nonlinearity
and neural adaptation are two peripheral mecha-
nisms that have been linked to the overshoot effect.
In electric hearing, the contribution of these two
peripheral mechanisms is likely to be minimal,
because cochlear nonlinearity is bypassed, whereas
neural adaptation is greatly reduced compared with
normal neural adaptation in acoustic hearing (Dynes
and Delgutte 1992; Javel et al. 1987; Litvak et al. 2001;
van den Honert and Stypulkowski 1987). The lack of
peripheral contribution might explain the relatively
small overshoot effect (õ2 dB) in electric hearing.

The present results suggest a possible central
mechanism underlying the observed overshoot effect
at the most comfortable loudness only. When all
stimulus parameters were kept at the same level
between the signal and the masker (i.e., same
electrode, same rate, and simultaneous), no over-
shoot was observed (Condition 1). Whenever one
parameter was varied between the signal and the
masker (interleaved in Condition 2, different rates in
Condition 3, and different electrodes in Condition
4), the overshoot or the undershoot effect could be
observed. Because the differences in the stimuli were
multidimensional, a generic central mechanism, as
opposed to a peripheral mechanism, provided a
parsimonious explanation for the observed results.

Functional significance

Overshoot has been suggested to be a biological
mechanism to enhance temporal edges (Formby
et al. 2000). Previous and present results show
interesting interactions of intensive and spectral
factors with this temporal edge enhancement. In
acoustic hearing, the overshoot effect is maximal at
intermediate masker levels. In electric hearing, the
overshoot effect occurs only at the most comfortable
loudness; additionally, an undershoot effect occurred
at low masker levels. At present, our knowledge of
temporal edge enhancement is limited, as this
enhancement may involve complicated interactions
in a multidimensional space. Future studies should
investigate what stimulus features are enhanced and
where these enhancements occur.

Although the average overshoot or undershoot
effect was much smaller in electric hearing (õ2 dB)
than in acoustic hearing (õ20 dB under optimal
conditions), its practical significance cannot be
ignored. First, one has to view this 2-dB effect in the
context of the much narrower dynamic range in
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electric hearing than in acoustic hearing. Compared
with the 120-dB acoustic dynamic range, the electric
dynamic range is typically limited to 10–20 dB (Zeng
and Galvin 1999; Zeng et al. 2002). Second, the lack
of temporal edge enhancement under the same rate
and same electrode condition (Condition 1) suggests
that current speech processors encoding the tempo-
ral envelope with a fixed-rate carrier may not be able
to restore dynamic processing in normal acoustic
hearing. Several researchers have attempted to en-
hance temporal envelope representations in electric
hearing and achieved some degree of success in
terms of improving speech recognition (Geurts and
Wouters 1999; Vandali 2001). The amount of en-
hancement in these studies was arbitrarily deter-
mined, lacking a psychophysical basis. The present
results show that the amount of enhancement needs
to be customized to achieve optimal performance,
given the large individual variability of the temporal
masking patterns and their delicate dependence on
stimulus parameters.
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